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w xRecently J. Sandor and V. E. S. Szabo 1 have used the elementaryÂ Â
inequality
n n
inf f x F inf f x , 1 .  .  . i i
xgE xgEis1 is1
 .where f : E ; R ª R i s 1, 2, . . . , n in the proof of some known in-i
equalities. In fact, they said that their inequalities
n bb is1 inin b  bi is1 iG 2 . n /  /a  ais1 i is1 i
and
n n b nis1 i b r  bi is1 iF b 3 . in is1
 .where a , b G 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , n are new.i i
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 .Moreover, it is easy to show that 2 is equivalent to the arithmetic
mean}the geometric mean inequality
n n p an is1 i ip r  pi is1 iG s a F s A . 4 .n i nn pis1 is1 i
 .  .Namely, setting in 2 , b [ p , a [ p a we shall get 4 ; and thei i i i i
 .  .reverse, setting in 4 , a [ a rb , p [ b we shall get 2 .i i i i i
 .So their proof of 2 can be regarded as a new proof of the AG
inequality but we note that we can use a simpler function for that.
 .  . X .Namely, choose f x s p a x y log x , p , a ) 0. We have f x si i i i i
 .p a y 1rx and therefore f has minimum value at x s 1ra and itsi i i i, 0 i
 .  .value is f x s p 1 q log a . Similarly, we obtain that the functioni i, 0 i i
 . n  . y1  .f x s  f x has minimum at x s A and its value is f x sis1 i 0 n 0
n  .  . p 1 q log A . Using 1 we obtainis1 i n
n n n n
p q p log a F p q p log A ,   i i i i i n
is1 is1 is1 is1
i.e.,
n n
p log a F p log A i i i n
is1 is1
which is equivalent to the AG inequality.
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